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An Analysis of Traffic Accidents
on a High-volume Highway
INTRODUCTION
In the United States (1)* and in Indiana (12) the population, the
number of vehicle miles, the number of motor vehicle registrations, and
the number of deaths from traffic accidents, 1953 to 1963, increased
as shown in Figures 1 and 2 However, the death rate per 100 million
vehicle miles decreased substantially during this ten year period
Although successful steps have been taken to reduce motor vehicle
accidents, the highway engineer is the first to admit that there is
room for much improvement . The Joint Highway Research Project in 1964
initiated a traffic engineering demonstration project on the U. S. 52
By-Pass at Lafayette-West Lafayette, Indiana One of the first phases
of this study was a study in depth of the traffic accidents which
occurred on this facility to develop recommendations for traffic
engineering improvements which would reduce accidents on this facility
and information of value on other high volume urban highways.
The Lafayette-West Lafayette By-Pass was the scene of 834 accidents
between January 1, 1961, and December 31, 1963. A total of 374 injuries
and ten deaths resulted from these accidents. These are the accidents
which were investigated in this study.
* The numbers In parentheses refer to numbers in the bibliography.
Digitized by the Internet Archive
in 2011 with funding from
LYRASIS members and Sloan Foundation; Indiana Department of Transportation
http://www.archive.org/details/analysisoftraffi6519pete
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The coebined population of Lafayette and Kast Lafayette is
approximately 55,000 This does not include approximately 15,000 of
the Purdue University students who live outside of the city limits.
Traffic using this facility is through, terminal or local in nature.
Since the by-pass is en a direct route between Chicago and Indianapolis,
ccEffsercial vehicles represent approximately fourteen percent of daylight
traffic and a much higher percentage during hours of darkness. Through
trips constitute less than fifty percent of the travel.
A large percentage of the traffic terminates in Lafayette, an
industrial center and the county seat of Tippecanoe County, or in West
Lafayette at Purdue University. A portion of the traffic is local, seek-
ing access to commercial and industrial establishments located on the
by-pass.
The by-pass was constructed in 1933 in a rural area around the two
cities. Since then development has occurred on both sides of the
facility until oiuch of the by-pass is an urban arterial.
The location of the U. S. 52 By-Pass in relation to the two cities
is shown in Figure 3. A portion of the facility with illustration of
the growth of the extensive development along it is shown in Figure 4
STUDY PROCEDURE
Accident Data
A three year study period was chosen in order Chat an adequate sample
of accidents could be obtained. The last three years of accident data
available were 1961 - 1963. Therefore, the study dates were chosen to
include the period of January 1, 1961 through December 31, 1963.





FIGURE 4 DEVELOPMENT ALONG PORTION OF THE U.S 52
BY- PASS FOR 1939,1952 AND 1964.
Most of the accident data were collected from the Accident Records
Division of the Indiana State Police. Indiana state law requires that
all accidents involving a personal injury, death or property damage of
$50 or more be reported to the police. Some of the accident information
was obtained from the files of the Lafayette police, West Lafayette police
and Indiana State Police Post No 3 at Lafayette.
The accident information reported on the investigating officer's
accident report form was available from the Accident Records Division
in ceded form. The punch cards for the accidents on U. S. 52 in Fairfield
and Wabash Townships were obtained. The increasing annual number of
these accidents is shown In Figure 5.
Information which was desired but which was not on the punch cards as
obtained included whether the vehicle was turning right or left, the
direction of travel before the accident, the exact location of the
accident and the addresses of the drivers. This information was
obtained from the original accident reports and placed on the same punch
card along with the previously coded information. By use of the detailed
location on the original accident report, the by-pass accidents were
separated from the other accidents occurring on U. S. 52 in Fairfield
and Wabash Townships.
Preliminary study indicated that of all accidents approximately
56.7 percent happened within 100 feet of an intersection while about 65.1
percent happened within 200 feet of an intersection (see Figure 6) . An
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FIGURE 6 PERCENTAGE OF ALL ACCIDENTS THAT HAPPENED
WITHIN 100, 200 OR 500 FEET OF AN INTERSECTION.
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distance greater than 200 feet most of the accidents were influenced
by factors other than intersection characteristics. Therefore, all
accidents which happened within 200 feet of each intersection on the
cross streets were included in the study, and accidents within 200 feet
of each intersection on £h@ by-pass and the cross streets were analyzed
as intersection accidents. Data on accidents occurring on the cross
streets within 200 feet of the by-pass were obtained from local police
records and coded in the same manner as the U. S. 52 By-Pass accidents.
A collision diagram was drawn for each accident.
Highway Elements
The by--pass study section extended from the northwest corner of West
Lafayette to the southeast corner of Lafayette. With the aid of aerial
photographs and field inspection the by-pass was divided into sections.
Each section was selected go that it would have similar physical character-
istics, cocsaereial development, and volume of traffic throughout its length
Fourteen intersections were considered to have a large enough cross
street volume to warrant consideration as an intersection study section.
A few other intersections with low cross street volumes (below 500 ADT)
were considered within the section in which they occurred. By these
criteria, the by-pass was divided into twenty- four nonintersection
sections and fourteen intersection study sections . These sections are









U.S. 52 - NORTHWESTERN AVE
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SALISBURY ST - COUNTY FARM ROAD
HAPPY HOLLOW - SOLDIERS HOME ROAD
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(g) McCARTY LANE
© MAIN ST. - STATE ROAD 38




FIGURE 7 U.S. 52 BY- PASS STUDY SECTIONS
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An inventory of the physical features of each section was conducted
In the suasoer of 1964. Many highway characteristics (variables) which
sight affect accident rates were considered in the analysis of each
section. Physical conditions that changed during the three year period
were determined by consulting the Traffic Division of the Grawfordsville
District, Indiana State Highway Cetsmission. Annual Lafayette-West Lafayette
City Directories were used to determine the year each ecsssasereial establishment
was developed along the by-pass.
Volume
la many accident studies volume has correlated well with accidents
Volume has been usually represented by annual average daily traffic (ADT)
.
In this study the hourly volume at the time of the accident as well as the
AST was correlated with accident occurrence. Because hourly volume counts
were not taken during all of the 1961-1963 period, these volumes were
estimated as indicated in the following paragraphs.
Traffic counts taken during the suesaser of 1964 were supplemented by
volume data from the Division of Planning, Indiana State Highway Commission
(see Figure S for ADT volume growth at one point on the by-pass). Factors
were determined from the count data on the by-pass and from records of the
Highway Cotsaissicn for yearly, monthly, dally, and hourly variations in
traffic volume for each study section. Therefore, by knowing the location,
year, month, day, and hour of an accident, the hourly volume was estimated
by applying the appropriate factors to volume counts taken on or near each
section during the study.
965
ANNUAL AVERAGE DAILY TRAFFIC ON U.S.
52 BY-PASS SOUTH OF S. R. 26.
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Figure 9 Illustrates the 1953 ADT volume ©a the by-pass
and the cross streets.
Capacity
The practical capacity for each nonintersecticn study section was
calculated by the method described in the Highway Capacity Manual (5)
.
In order to determine the practical capacities of the signalized
intersections a study was made to determine the effect of paved shoulders
near intersections on the practical capacity. Possible capacities were
obtained for each approach to the intersection by counting the number of
vehicles which entered frost that approach per loaded cycle A loaded cycle
was one that always had one or more vehicles waiting to proceed through
the intersection. These counts were then converted to a volume per hour of
green time. The counts were then adjusted by appropriate factors frota the
Highway Capacity Manual for practical capacity, left and right turns,
commercial vehicles, parking, and bus stops. This study Indicated that a
paved shoulder near the intersection carried approximately one-third
the capacity of a properly constructed and signed turning lane
The practical capacity for each signalised intersection was computed
using the revised curves for the Highway Capacity Manual (10) for one
eleven foot through lane in each direction. Then the practical capacity
was calculated for an extra turning lane if the shoulder was paved near
the intersection or if a turning lane existed. This lane was assumed to be
a left- turn- only lane if the predominant turning movement at that approach
was left and assumed to be a right-turn-only if the predominant turning





FIGURE 9 1963 ADT VOLUME ON THE U.S. 52 BY- PASS
AND CROSS STREETS.
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paved shoulder, only one- third of the turning lane capacity was added
to the through lane capacity. The practical capacities were thus
determined for the conditions that existed at each signalized intersection
The possible capacity for non-signalised intersections was calculated
in the following manner. The headway distribution on the by-pass was
assumed to be as that shown on page 40 of the Highway Capacity Manual .
The average acceptable gap at stop-controlled intersections was
considered as eight seconds (18) . Each succeeding vehicle was assumed to
require an additional four seconds to stove to the stent position in the
queue and stop (13). Based on these assumptions, for any given hourly
volume on the by-pass, an approach capacity was determined for the
minor street. This relationship between hourly volume in the major
direction on the by-pass and hourly capacity on the minor street approach
is chown in Figure 10.
ANALYSES OF DATA
The data for the many variables were analyzed by multiple linear
regression and the technique of quality control was also applied to each
section. Accident rates were calculated for each section and collision
condition diagrams were prepared for each accident
.
Multiple Linear Regression
The multiple linear regression method was utilised to provide a
generalised analysis of the factors associated with accidents at
intersections and sections of the highway and to provide an expression
for predicting accidents at each such location
200 400 400
VOLUME ON BY-PASS MAJOR DIRECTION
(VEHICLES PER hiOU^)
OF FLOW
FIGURE 10 POSSIBLE CAPACITY OF A STOP-CONTROLLED
CROSS STREET APPROACH FOR MAJOR DIRECTION
HOURLY VOLUMES ON THE BY-PASS.
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All of many variables which cocas to mind and could be measured
ware used in the preliminary analysis for intersections These
results were examined and certain variables were deleted Some of
the deleted variables had very small simple correlations with the
dependent variable. Soae variables had a very high intercorrelation
coefficient In such cases one of the variables was deleted from
further calculations. Table 1 contains the variables that remained for
the final analysis.
Prediction equations were then obtained for each of several
dependent variables . The equation for the most popular accident rate
at intersections, number of accidents per 100 million vehicles
(Y._), was found to bes
Z8
Y.a = -309.860 - 0.908X„ + 0.014X, + 0.025X, + 4.868X.. +28 2 3 4 11
4.832X
l3
+ 10.585X - 0.154X
21
The multiple correlation coefficient of the above was 0.873
2
The variables explain approximately 76 percent (r ) of the variation
in intersection accident rates
Important variables in estimating this accident rate at intersection'/
are the percentage of green time allotted to the by-pass (100 percent
green time meant there was no traffic signal present) (X-}j the by-pass
daily traffic (X.}, the cross-street daily volume (X. > , the percent of left
turns from the by-pass (X, .), the maximum approach speed to the intersection
19
TABLE 1
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES USED IN FINAL
MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS
Intersections
Variable Number Description
2 Percent green time on by-pass, percent
3 By-pass ABT, vsMcies per day
4 Gross street ADT, vehicles per day
5 Total ADT, vehicles per day
11 Maximum percent left turns from a by-pass
approach, percent
12 Maximum percent left turns from a cross
street approach, percent
13 Maximum approach speed, saph
15 Total number of establishments within 200
feet of intersection
16 Total number of driveways within 200 feet
of intersection
19 Number of approaches to intersection
21 Total width of driveways, feet, within 200 feet
of intersection.
22 Maximum percent right turns from by-pass,
percent
23 Maximum percent right turns from cross
street, percent
25 Distance from extremities of by-pass, feet
20
(X.„), the number of establishments within 200 feet of the intersection
(X.,.), and the total width of driveways within 200 feet of the
intersection (Xg.).
The variables for nonintersections listed in Table 2 are those
remaining after other less significant variables were removed as in the
intersection analysis.
The important variables found for the prediction equation for
Y-q, accidents per 1G0 million vehicle miles, were total establishments
per mile (X«)> the percent of no-passing distance (X,-), the number of
intersections adjacent to the study section CX. g), the geometric modulus
(17) (X,g), the total width of driveways per mile (X-_) and the distance
from the extremities of the by-pass (X_
s
) . These variables had a
multiple correlation coefficient of 0.574 and explained approximately
33 percent of the variation in nonictersection accident rates. This
percentage is considerably lees than that found for intersections.
The equation found for Y_«, accidents per 100 million vehicle
miles for the non- intersection sections, was:
Y
29












INDEPENDENT VARIABLES USED IN FINAL
MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS
Honintersec tIons
Variable Number Description
3 Total number of establishments per telle
6 Total number of driveways per mile
9 Total shoulder width, feet
12 Total number of low volume intersections per
mil©
15 Percentage no-pas&lag distance
13 Number of intersections adjacent to section
19 Geometric modulus
20 Practical capacity, vehicles per hour
21 ADT, vehicles per day
24 Operating speed, mph
25 Total width of driveways per mile, feet
26 Distance from extremities of by-pass, feet
28 Length of turning lanes in section, feet
56 ADT per practical capacity
22
Quality Control
Quality control analysis of highway accidents has been used in
several studies. (Hordea, Grlansky, and Jacobs, 1956 and Blindauer, 1953)
The method is useful in determining sections of highway that have a much
higher accident rate because of some factor or factors unique to those
sections
.
In applying the quality control method of analysis to highway acci-
dent data, the following expressions were usedg
n - CADTX365K10~6) for intersections
i











CL. " p + 3s.
where
1 «* The number of the section considered
n. *> The number of nillion vehicles passing through an
intersection or the number of million vehicle miles
in a section
23
a , The number of accidents per year la a section
p » The over-all accident rate for a group of
intersections or sections,
s. The estimate of the standard deviation for an inter-
section or section,
CL. * The upper or lower control limit for p. on any inter-
section or section,
L Length of section in miles,
ADT Annual average daily traffic volume.
The expression for (1-p) was eliminated from the expression for s.
since (1-p) very nearly approaches unity.
The by-pass sections were divided into three classifications:
signalised intersections, nonsignalised intersections, and noaintereaction
sections. For each of these groups an average accident rate, p, was
calculated for the three year period. For each section p^ , n . , a., s .
,
11X1
UCL. , and LCL. were calculated and plotted. In this manner any section
that was out of control was detected by visual inspection of the control
chart. A section out of control was one in which the accident rate was
above or below a control limit. When a section fell out of the confidence
bands, it was assumed that there was an assignable cause or causes that
explained the high accident rate
Examples of these control charts showing intersections or sections
out of control are in Figures 11 and 12. These intersections or sections
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Since the number of accidents per Billion vehicles was
highly correlated with intersection ADT (correlation coefficient
of 0.610), volume was used as an exposure indez in order to
provide a sore realistic basis for comparing different intersections.
These accident rates were computed in the following manners
Accident rate - ffUB*bar of accidents per year at the intersection
Huaber of vehicles going through the intersection
per year fro© all approaches (in millions)
Accident rates for the by-pass intersections are shewn on Figure 13.
The rate is number of accidents per one million vehicles
The accidents per M and the relative rankings of the intersections
by this ssethod are shewn in Table 3.
A cotsasonly used rate for sccideuts is accidents per million
vehicle miles and this rate was used for evaluating the relative
hesard of each of the non intersection sections. The rate for each
such section of the by-pass is shown on Figure 14 and the relative
ranking of these sections by this haaard rate is shown in Table 4.
Collision-Condition Diagrams
Each intersection was also analysed for each of the three years by
using the familiar collision-condition diagrams. The results of such
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FIGURE 13 AVERAGE ANNUAL INTERSECTION ACCIDENT
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FIGURE 14 AVERAGE NONINTERSECTION ACCIDENT RATES




RANKING OF INTERSECTIONS BY AVERAGE
NUMBER OF ACCIDENTS PER MEL3ZON VEHICLES, 1961-1963.
Accident
Laak Intersection Rate
1 Teal Road 3.33
2 State Road 26 2.85
3 State Road 25 2.59
4 Greenbush 2.47
5 Union 2.39
6 State Road 33 2.36
7 Northwestern 1.73
8 Happy Hollow 1.69
9 Ninth St. Cutoff 1.53
10 Salisbury 1.38






RANKING OF NONINTERSECTION SECTIONS BY AVERAGE NUMBER OF
ACCIDENTS PER MXLLX03 MILES



























1. S. R. 25 Worth and By-Pass
This is Che third most hazardous intersection. Nearly one- third
(18) of the accidents resulted from improper lane usage. These
accidents often resulted from vehicles trying to change traffic
lanes at the last minute. Ten of these accidents happened in
approach lanes and eight in ©sit lanes. There were nine
right angle collisions indicating soaja involved vehicles
possibly were going through on the red. Of the 13 rear-end
collisions on the by-pass approaches, nine involved southeast
bound vehicles. In the three-year study period, vehicles turn-
ing left from the by-pass were involved in only two accidents,
both occurring in 1961.
2. State Road 26 and By-Pass
This is the second most hazardous intersection and has the highest
intersection AST.
The types of accidents are summarized below.























At this intersection south bound vehicles had more accidents
than north bound traffic. The opposite is true for the by-pass
as a whole.
3. Teal Road (13. S. 231).
The accident rate indicated that this was the most hazardous
of the by-pass intersections. Quality control charts also
showed that this intersection was out of control each of the
three years.
The different types of accidents that occurred prior to
the installation of the traffic signal in January 1953 and after
this change are shown below.













*With all ratios adjusted to make time in months equal one
















Ail types of accidents increased with one exception, left-turn
accidents. Left-turn lanes were constructed on the by-pass when
the signal was installed.
Each noninterscction accident was analyzed by use of the collision
diagrams drawn from the investigating officer's report. A summary of the
results of this analysis is shown in Table 5. This table presents the
sections rated as the most hazardous . These ten sections had 74 percent
of the nonintersection accidents.
Section 4 had a large percentage of injury accidents. Seven of the
eight accidents were marginal accidents and sis of the eight accidents
occurred during a high-volume hour of the day.
On section 7, the Wabash River Bridge, sis of the nine accidents
occurred when the pavement was wet or icy.
Seven of the eleven accidents on section 10 happened at night. Six
of the total accidents were on wet or icy pavement.
On section 12, six accidents happened during the peak hours and
six occurred at night. One-half of the accidents on section 14 involved
vehicles trying to enter the traffic stream at an access point. Three-
fourths of the accidents occurred during the peak hours. Section 15
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One half of the nonintcrsection accidents occurred on sections 17
thru 21. Oa this 1.6 miles of highway, 58 percent of the accidents involved
marginal friction, two-thirds of the accidents occurred during the peak




As shown in Figure 15, the following hours had accident rates above
6.87 accidents per million vehicle miles, the three-year-average accident











These hours represented 37.5 percent of a day but had 62.5 percent of




FIGURE 15 AVERAGE ANNUAL ACCIDENTS PER MILLION
VEHICLE MILES BY HOUR OF DAY FOR
1961, 1962 AND 1963.
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According to Accident Faces, 1964, (1) "During the first few hours
after midnight, fatal aotor-vehicle accidents reach a peak rate nearly ten
times higher than the low rate for the day which occurs during the late
morning hours." This peak, although somewhat smaller, was also experienced
in this study from 1-2 A.M. for accident rates rather than death rates.
Those driving during this hour are probably more tired and less alert than
the daylight driver. Approximately 37 percent of the accidents that happened
during this hour were single-car accidents.
The hour beginning at 7:00 A.M. is the morning rush hour and
the hour beginning at 5:00 P.M. is the evening peak hour.
Above average accident rates were found from 1:00 F.M„ until 8s00 P.M.
with the highest rates from 2sQ0 P.M. until 6:00 P.M. During this period
a high percentage of the traffic is local while a substantial number of
through-trip drivers are also trying to reach their destinations in
Chicago or Indianapolis before evening. This combination of through and
local trips, having different flow characteristics and operating under
traffic congestion conditions, undoubtedly create a high accident potential.
Day of Week
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday had nearly the same accident
rates. (See Figure 16). Friday and Saturday accident rates were about
one and one-half (1-1/2) that of the weekday average and Sunday accident
retes were nearly twice the weekday average. Sunday had more accidents
but fewer vehicle miles driven than any other day of the week. The
























FIGURE 16 AVERAGE ACCIDENT RATES BY DAY
OF THE WEEK FOR 1961, 1962 AND 1963
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for this increase in accidents on Sundays slight again be due to the dif-
ference in flow characteristics. Some drivers are pleasure riding with
their families and are in no hurry while other drivers are making inter-
city trips and would like to by-pass the cities as quickly as possible.
The differences in speeds and alertness of these drivers to other vehicles
probably account for many accidents.
Month of Year
At first glance accident rates vs. the months of the year (see Figure
17) appear to follow no pattern unless it saight be one month with a high
accident rate followed by a month with a low accident rate. However,
further examination showed that the seven months with 31 days were those
with the highest accident rates while the four months with 30 days were
the months with the lowest accident rates. February, with 28 days, was
in between these two groups. Since the accident rate, containing volume
as a factor, already takes into account that one group had more days and
since the difference in accident rates was too great for the difference
in the number of days involved (31-day-mcnth average accident rate was 7.8
while the 30-day-month average was 5.3), it was believed that this parti
cular relationship (the number of days in the month) was coincidental.
Another analysis provided some interesting explanations.
Four of the major holidays-Memorial Day, Fourth of July, Christmas
and Hew Tears Day-are in these high accident months and produce high traffic
volumes. These months also had an average of 3.0 inches of precipitation




































FIGURE 17 AVERAGE ACCIDENT RATES BY MONTHS
OF YEAR FOR 1961, 1962 AND 1963
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to July for the amount of precipitation per month. Saturdays in October
with Purdue hoase football gasses had nearly three times the number of
accidents as the average number of accidents for Saturdays. Memorial Day
not only brings the regular holiday traffic through the by-pass but
Indianapolis 500 traffic completely congests the by-pass for several
hours. July and August have the highest ABT's of all months. Hovomber
with Thanksgiving has the highest accident rate of the 30-day -month
group. In general then, high traffic volumes with a large percentage
of through traffic end inclement weather are responsible for at least
a part of the high accident rates in the 31-day months.
Heather
Precipitation data (20) and accidents by hour and data by hour
were used to determine accident rates for weather that was clear or
that was rainy or snowing. The comparative rates are shown in Figure 18.
These extreme differences in rates clearly state that the occurrence
of precipitation and accident rate were highly correlated on the by pass.
The much higher rata on this facility during precipitation than normally
found is undoubtedly the result of the fact that this facility is operating
far above practical capacity for many hours of the day.
Severity
The ratio of fatal accidents to injury, to property damage, and to
total accidents was approximately Is25s85slll for intersections and
Isl7s38s56 for noninteraction study sections. The overall ratio for the
by-pass was Is21s61s83. The same ratio for Indiana in 1963 was l:33;97:13l.
NONINTERSECTIONS
ACCIDENTS PER MILLION VEHICLE MILES
INTERSECTIONS







FIGURE 18 AVERAGE ANNUAL ACCIDENT RATE FOR CLEAR
AND INCLEMENT WEATHER FOR 1961, 1962 AND
1963.
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SUMMARY OP RESULTS AMD FIHDIMGS
The results and findings of this accident research study of the U. S.
52 By-Pass at Lafayette, Indians, are cuRsarixed in the following paragraphs:
General
1. The cumber of accidents on U. S. 52 in Fairfield and wabsth Tovnshlpa
increased approximately 50 percent from 1956 to 1964.
2. Approximately 57 percent of the by-pass accidents occurred within 100
feet of an intersection while about 65 percent happened within 200
feet of an latersection.
Multiple Linear Regression
1. This statistical technique provided a scans of determining the inde-
pendent variables that were significant in predicting various accident
rates
.
2. The developed regression model for accidents per 100 million vehicles
accounted for 76 percent of the variability In the intersection accident
rate on the by-pass. The model for eecldents per 100 million vehicle
miles accounted for 33 percent of the variability in the nonlateraectlon
accident rate on the by-pass.
3. For intersections, accidents par 100 million vehicles Increased wheat
s. Percent green time on the by-pass decreased
b. By-pass or cross street AST Increased
e. Percent left turss from the by-pees
44
d. Maximum approach speed increased
e. Number of intersection approaches increased
f
.
Total width of driveways within 200 feet of the intersection increased
For nonintersection study sections, accidents per 100 million vehicle
miles increased whens
a. Total number of establishments per mile increased
b. Total number of driveways per mile Increased
c. Total number of low volume intersections per mile increased
d. Geometric modulus increased
e. ADT increased
f Operating speed decreased
g. Total width of driveways per mile increased
h. Length of intersection turning lanes in the section increased
Quality Control
1. Quality control analysis ic an excellent technique for determining
those sections or intersections of a highway that are "out of control"
and probably have an assignable cause for the high or low accident rate,
2. Intersection number 14 (Teal Road) was out of control the two years
prior to the installation of a traffic signal and also during the
first year in which the signal was in use.
3. Those intersections consistently above the average accident rate were
numbers 13 (S. R. 38) and 14 (Teal Road) while those consistently be-




Nonintersection study section number 4 was out of control In both
1961 and 1962 but In 1963 had no accidents. Sections 18 and 19 were
out of control in 1963.
In the three year study period those sections consistently below the
average were sections numbered 2, 5, 6, 8, 10, 16, 20 and 24. Those
consistently above average were sections numbered 14, 17, 18, 19 and
21.
Accident Rates
The number of accidents per million vehicles includes a consideration
of exposure and is highly correlated with the severity and cost of
accidents on the by-pass. This accident rate provided a satisfactory
measure of the hazard at an intersection and was used in comparing
intersections in other parts of this study.
The intersections ranked as the most hazardous were 14 (Teal Road)
,
10 (So R. 26), 6 (So R. 25) and 8 (Greenbush) in decreasing order of
hazard
.
Those intersections ranked as the safest intersections were 2 (Yeager),
11 (Kossuth), 7 (underwood), 12 (McCarty) and 5 (Ninth Street Cutoff)
in increasing order of hazard.
Accidents per million vehicle miles, the most commonly used accident
rate for sections of highway, was used to compare nonintersection
study sections on the by-pass . This rate was found to be correlated
with accident cost and Injury accidents per million vehicle miles.
46
5. The nonintersection study sections ranked as the oost hazardous were




There is no substitute for the use of collision-condition diagrams
for the determination of specific causes of accident rates at
intersections as well as nonintersection study sections.
2. The installation of traffic signals on the by-pass during the study
period (at the intersections with Salisbury, S. R. 38 and Teal Road)
resulted in an increase in rear-end collisions, lane-changing accidents,
injury accidents and total accidents in each case. While vehicles
on the by-pass were involved at a much higher rate after the signal
installations, cross street traffic involvement rates remained the
same or decreased. Right-eagle and left-turn accidents also decreased.
3. Following the construction of extra approach and recovery lanes (a
"passing blister") at Ninth Street Cutoff in 1962 a reduction of 50
to 80 percent of all types of accidents was realised.
4. A substantial number of accidents at intersections occurred when
vehicles changed lanes or passed left- turning vehicles on the right.
5. Several accidents occurred when two vehicles passing through the
intersection side-by- side were forced into the same lane when the
exit lane terminated.
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6 The left-turn movement of by-pass traffic from the bypass to North
western Avenue Is a dangerous one. Another hazardous movement Is the
left turn on to the by-pass by US 52 traffic at Northwestern Avenue.
7. During the three year study, 23 of the 31 accidents at Happy Hollow
Road involved vest bound vehicles nearing the crest of this steep hill.
In addition to the limited sight distance, the fastest moving vest
bound vehicles were also in the same lane as left -turning vehicles
because of a sloe? traffic dishing lane on the right.
8. Nearly one- third 08) of the accidents at S. R. 25 (the third most
hazardous Intersection) resulted from Improper lane usage. Ten of
these accidents happened in approach lanes and eight in exit lanes.
9. All of the 14 accidents at Underload Street during the three year
period involved left-turning vehicles. Thirteen of these accidents
involved north bound vehicles.
10. At Greenbush Street all types of accidents increased in 1963 over
1962 or 1961.
11. The Union Street intersection accident rate for 1962 was about one-
half that of 1961 or 1963.
12. South bound vehicles had a higher involvement rate than the other
directional involvement rates at S . R. 26, the second most hazardous
and the busiest intersection on the by-pass. On the by pass as a
whole, north bound vehicles had the highest involvement rate.
13. Ten of the 15 accidents at Kossuth Street Involved left-turning vehicles.
Seven of these ten involved north bound traffic.
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14. At McCarty Lane four accidents were right-angle collisions while six
others involved south bound vehicles changing lanes.
15. Rear-end accidents occurred four times as often after the traffic
signal installation at S. R. 38 as before. The number of by-pass
vehicles in accidents store than doubled after the change while the
number of vehicles on the cross streets involved in accidents decreased
by 25 percent.
16. All nethods used in this study indicated that Teal Road was the most
hazardous intersection on the by-pass. Following the installation of
the traffic signal in January 1563, rear-end and lane-change accidents
increased by a factor of eight. The only type of accident to decrease
was left -turn accidents. Left -turn lanes were constructed on the by-
pass when the signal was installed.
17. On the Wabash River Bridge six of the nine accidents occurred when
the paveoent was wet or icy.
18. Seven of the 11 accidents on section 10 happened at night. Six of
the total accidents were on wet or icy pavement.
19. One-half of the nonintersection accidents occurred on sections 17
through 21. On this 1.6 miles of highway, 58 percent of the accidents
involved marginal friction, two thirds of the accidents occurred
during the peak accident rate hours and 35 percent of the accidents
occurred when the pavement was wet or icy.
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Other Analyses
1. Over 62 percent of the daily accidents occurred during the hours from
1-2 A.M., 7-8 A.M. and 1-8 P.M. During these nine hours 59 percent
of the injuries and 50 percent of the fatalities occurred.
2. Friday and Saturday accident rates vere one and one-half that of the
weekday rates while Sunday accident rates were nearly twice that for
the weekday.
3. High voluraes of traffic and inclement weather were factors
which contributed to the high accident rate in 31-day months.
4. Inclement weather (rain or snow) accident rates were 21 and 36 times
greater than clear weather accident rates for intersections and
nouintersection study sections respectively.
5. The ratio of fatal accidents to injury, to property damage, and to
total accidents was approximately 1:21:61:83 for the 0. S. 52 By-Pass
as compared with 1:33:97:131 for Indiana in 1963.
6. Weekend accident rates were greater than weekday accident rates and
day accident rates were higher than night accident rates. These
comparisons were true for intersections as well ss nonintersectlon
study sections.
7. Sixty-one percent of the accidents that occurred on the days that had
three or more accidents happened while It was raining or snowing.
Friday, Saturday or Sunday also had 61 percent of these accidents.
8. The total cost of accidents on the U. 8. 52 By-Pass during the three
year study period was nearly one million dollars.
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